
Jewelry Allergy Info
Check the first section of the product code to see if that jewelry line is right for you!

As a note, everyone's skin and Ph Balance is different, some hypoallergenic metal coatings will wear away faster
depending on the acidity of your skin's Ph Balance.

BW02
Most pieces are made of copper or brass which are not considered hypoallergenic. However, the 3 sterling silver
pieces in this line are hypoallergenic and include BW02-B022-S Circle Hoop Bracelet Silver, BW02-E002 Silver
Heart Earrings, BW02-E022-S Circle Hoop Earrings Silver

BW07
All pieces are gold plated and are a good hypoallergenic choice. The bracelets are made of fabric rope with a
copper clasp so they are a great choice for very sensitive or acidic skin types, Bryn Bracelets BW07-B030, and
Clover Bracelets BW07-B031

BW12
This line uses hypoallergenic sterling silver ear hooks, and sterling silver coated chains and beads for silver
necklaces and bracelets. The bright gold pieces in this line are gold plated and are hypoallergenic. Any pieces
with a darker antique gold or brassy finish are brass and not compatible with sensitive or acidic skin types.

BW13
BW13-B050 Full Bloom Bracelet is silver coated links with glass bead charms. BW13-N060 Storm Necklace is
Silver coated clasps and glass bead strands. Both of these are hypoallergenic.

BW15
BW15-R005 Spoon Rings are made from stainless steel and are hypoallergenic. BW15-B062 Coco Twist
Bracelets are made of recycled fabric and coconut husk rings so they are a great option for those allergic to
certain metals. All other pieces are made of mixed metals and are not considered hypoallergenic.

BW16
This line is lead free, cadmium free, and nickel free. Most pieces are 14-18k gold ionic plated stainless steel. All
pieces are hypoallergenic. If you are concerned about plated pieces, BW16-R012 Felicity Ring is solid sterling
silver and is a great choice for those with high acidity skin types.

BW18
This line is nickel and lead free. Gold jewelry is 14k gold plated over brass and silver jewelry is sterling silver
plated over brass. All pieces are hypoallergenic. We recommend the BW18-E102 Connected Hoop Earrings for
sensitive skin types.

BW19
Metal components are mixed metals of steel, nickel, and brass and are not hypoallergenic. However, BW19-
B090 Acai Bracelets have no metal and are great for sensitive skin. The leather-based jewelry pieces can also
work well for people with sensitive skin including: BW19-B092 Bernadette Bracelets, BW19-B091 Braided
Leather Bracelets, BW19-B094 Brenna Bracelet, BW19-N121 Brenna Necklace, BW19-B093 Briar Cuffs, and
BW19-N120 Yara Chokers.
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